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ISEG has been
educating leaders of

thought and action
since 1911. Today, at a

time when society
recognises the

importance of good
economic management
more than ever, we are
here to build solutions:
ISEG - 111 years of a

School of Firsts.

"A coin for ISEG

As a director of the National Publishing House and Mint
(INCM), signing the editorial of ISEG's newsletter on the
occasion of its 111th anniversary isn't something all that
strange? Probably ... not, so let's see why. 

In 2022, ISEG celebrates its 111th anniversary and INCM
also celebrates the 50th anniversary of the merger of the
National Publishing House (Imprensa Nacional), which was
founded in 1768, with the Mint (Casa da Moeda), which has
more than 700 years of history. The two public institutions –
ISEG and INCM – have many things in common: the service
they provide to society and to the country, the promotion of
knowledge and culture, and their ability to keep up-to-date
with technological, economic and social developments and
to innovate. 

As you all know, INCM associated itself with ISEG's
anniversary by minting a commemorative coin. It was an
honour and a pleasure for us to share in this adventure. The
production of coins is one of the INCM's most emblematic
activities, whether it be to satisfy the country's needs for
currency circulation or for numismatic and collector
purposes, thus helping to celebrate important figures and
events, among other factors that are part of the country's
culture and identity. 

Innovation is a transversal element in all areas of the
company's activity and is currently carried out in
collaboration with a network of partners consisting of about
72 institutions, including universities, laboratories, research
centres, and companies. Innovation is also reflected in the
currency, right from its conception and design through to the
techniques and production processes employed.

Innovation is also present in the research and development
of what could be the future of Digital Currency and, naturally,
the two institutions share an increased responsibility and
common points, which leaves me with the conviction that it
will be natural for projects related with this very topical
phenomenon to be carried out jointly by two centenary
institutions of the greatest relevance for our country. 

The commemorative coin for ISEG’s 111th anniversary of
ISEG was designed by Jorge Silva, one of the most
prestigious designers in Portugal, and includes the mint of
30,000 500‰ silver coins with normal finish and 2,889 925‰
silver coins with special proof finishing and the insertion of
colour. 

A further limited issue of 111 coins with a diameter of 10 cm
and 1 kg of 999 ‰  silver, which are also also coloured,
represents a novelty in terms of numismatics in Portugal.
This is the largest coin ever minted in Portugal, which
represented a challenge for INCM. One could say that it’s a
case of a great coin for a great Institution.
Thank you very much for inviting me to be here, to join you
all in wishing the best to ISEG … our School.”

ISEG – Lisbon School of Economics &
Management celebates its 111th anniversary

This week's edition of the Newsletter is a little different and is dedicated to the celebrations of the
23rd May, ISEG Day. For there is a lot to tell about the 111th anniversary of the first faculty of
Economics and Management in the country, ranging from the Pátio das Francesinhas to the
Parque do Quelhas.

The stage at the Pátio das Francesinhas was ready to receive the special and very attractive programme
that had been prepared by the ISEG's 111th Anniversary Committee.

Many illustrious figures honoured us with their presence on our anniversary day, including the
case of the former President of the Assembly of the Republic, Eduardo Ferro Rodrigues and
Manuela Ferreira Leite, the former Minister of State and Finance and an ISEG Alumna (1963).

Our important allies from the country’s military and security forces also marked their presence at
the celebrations once again, with whom ISEG maintains a very special relationship in several
courses. Among those present at the session were Major Eduardo Mendes from the GNR, and
Major General Rui Freitas and Colonel Luís Peçanha from the Air Force Academy. 

Once the guests and been welcomed and seated and the audience was all present, it was time to
officially open the 111th anniversary ceremony with an addrress by the Dean of ISEG, Clara
Raposo.

Presentation of the book and the 111th
anniversary exhibition, with Eduardo Catroga

After the opening address, it was the turn of Eduardo Catroga to take the stage to present the
new and updated book on our School in his capacity as the Chair of ISEG's 111th anniversary
committee. ISEG’s 111th Anniversary Book coordinated by Professor Nuno Valério.

Message from the Minister of Finance

Although unable to attend on account of his agenda, Portugal’s the current Minister of
Finance,Fernando Medina, took the step to send a video message on this special day to mark
the 111th anniversary of what is also his School (ISEG Alumnus, 2002).

Launch of the ISEG 111th anniversary
commemorative coin, with Mário Centeno

Mário Centeno, the Governor of the Bank of Portugal, and Alcides Gama, a Director of the
National Publishing House and Mint (INCM) took the stage for the launch of the ISEG’s 111th
anniversary commemorative coin.

To purchase this special coin, which "reflects the shift from the corporate and traditional trade
education model to the modern school model", simply access this link.

The Central Bank's Digital Currency, with
Vítor Constâncio

Moving from a special and unique physical currency, a leap forward was made to the reality of
what is to come. Vítor Constâncio, Chair ISEG’s School Board and an ISEG Alumnus, 1965,
took the opportunity to look to the future and explained why the creation of a central bank digital
currency is being considered.

The "ISEG 111th Anniversary" postcard with
Guy Pacheco

After Vítor Constâncio's excellent talk on digital currencies, it was the turn of Guy Pacheco, a
director of CTT - Correios de Portugal, to take the stage and present the "ISEG 111th
Anniversary" commemorative postcard. 

Clara Raposo was also called to stamp and register the moment for posterity.

Round Table - Future Leaders Agenda

During the celebrations, there was also space for a very interesting Round Table debate on the
topic of the "Future Leaders Agenda", when the path to follow in the future was discussed by
business leaders.

Nicolau Santos (Chair of the Board of Directors of RTP and an ISEG Alumnus, 1980) moderated
a panel composed of Pedro Castro e Almeida (CEO of Santander and an ISEG Alumnus,
1990), Madalena Tomé (CEO of SIBS and an ISEG Alumna, 2000), Ana Figueiredo (CEO of
Altice and an ISEG Alumna, 1996), and Paulo Macedo (CEO of CGD e ISEG Alumnus, 1986). 

Address by the Rector of Universidade de
Lisboa, Luís Manuel dos Anjos Ferreira

To conclude the session, Luís Manuel dos Anjos Ferreira, Rector of Universidade de Lisboa,
delivered an address in which he indicated what moves us at ISEG: the sense of purpose to find
solutions not only for the challenges of the present, but also for those of the future.

Blowing out 111 candles of history

Now it was the time to cut our cake, blow out the candles, and stand on stage for a nice family
photo.

Inauguration of the "ISEG’s 111th
Anniversary" exhibition

As part of the ISEG’s 111th anniversary celebrations, an exhibition is on display in the atrium of
the Biblioteca Francisco Pereira de Moura, which was coordinated by Professor Carlos
Bastien, with the title ‘In the Footsteps of Mercury’.

This exhibition not only contains a varied documentation of the predecessor schools, but in
particular depicts the history of ISEG during its different phases. Particularly-relevant events and
personalities are highlighted through written and photographic documents, some of which have
never been published before.

The exhibition also includes examples of the first economics and business textbooks written in
Portugal.

Have a look at the the 111th Anniversary
Commemorative Session

Before we knew it, time had flown by! However everything was recorded in order that we can
remember the 23rd May 2022 in 111 years’ time.

The video below shows the addresses delivered by Clara Raposo, Eduardo Catroga, Vítor
Constâncio, Mário Centeno, Alcides Gama, Guy Pacheco and the Rector of Universidade de
Lisboa, Luís Manuel dos Anjos Ferreira, as well as the Round Table with Nicolau Santos,
Pedro Castro e Almeida, Madalena Tomé, Ana Figueiredo, and Paulo Macedo.

Arraial Street Party & Concert with The Lucky
Duckies

When the end of the afternoon came and the Commemorative Session was over, it was time to
go to Parque Quelhas to enjoy the ISEG Arraial Street Party as the vintage swing & rock'n'roll of
The Lucky Duckies entertained the crowd – naturally with their famous single "Viva A Cerveja"!

Whether by just relaxing in a group chat or simply enjoying the fantastic surroundings, the reality
is that the day was always about mood. 

After all, it was a day of celebration! In between, many took the opportunity to satisfy their hunger
and fill their stomachs, or opted to go to the bar for a refreshing and tasty drink!

A Concert with the eternal Rui Veloso

With the Arraial Street Party and The Lucky Duckies' show over and well into the night, it was
now time to return to the Pátio das Francesinhas and give the stage to the enormous repertoire
of Rui Veloso. There was no lack of classics or the audience singing along – which was already
asking the musician to jump up and down before he had even started singing … 

The concert in pictures:

After Party - ISEG By Night 

The end of the great show provided by Rui Veloso and his band for ISEG's anniversary didn’t
mean that the party had come to an end! The 111th anniversary celebration continued well into
the night at the Pátio das Francesinhas ...

The day was long, but do you still want more ISEG? The complete album with all the
photos of the 23rd May commemorations can be found on this link!

Watch the aftermovie below with all the events that highlighted this great day!

In this edition of the Newsletter we highlight the ISEG’s 111th Anniversary Commemorative
Session on 23rd May and a special dedicated to Professor Francisco Pereira de Moura in the "A
School of 1s: 111 YEARS, 111 ALUMNI" section. 

The following are cited in this number: Clara Raposo, Ricardo Cabral, Francisco Louçã, João
Duque, Paulo Trigo Pereira, Maria Rosa Borges, Ricardo Ferraz, António Ascenção Costa,
Joaquim Miranda Sarmento, Jorge da Silva Gomes, António Garcia Pereira, Nuno Crato,
João Ferreira do Amaral, Vera Gouveia Barros and Nuno Ribeiro da Silva.

After 111 years, roll on another 111!

>> ISEG signs an agreement with the Lisbon Municipality to encourage
sustainability in the city.

>> A sudy concludes that bureaucracy and lack of information hinder the
status of PME Leader. Clara Raposo is one of the authors.

>> "Is the new tiger of the West called Portugal? – an article by Ricardo
Cabral, in Público.

>> Cavaco Silva is a blessing for António Costa" – an opinion article
b Francisco Louçã, in Expresso.

>> Francisco Louçã writes that most people, either left or right, prefer a
sensible approach.

>> João Duque points out that Portugal is a country where big business
is persecuted, rather than encouraged.

>> Paulo Trigo Pereira took part in the 8th conference of the "Thinking
about the Economy" cycle, organised by IDEFE.

>> Maria Rosa Borges writes an article on "Europe: crises bring
opportunities for change", in Jornal Económico.

>> Ricardo Ferraz says that "it makes no sense to demonise telework".

>> António Ascenção Costa says that it is very "uncertain" to know
whether we have passed the peak of inflation, in ECO.

>> Joaquim Miranda Sarmento insinuates that the Government
"ignores, or pretends to ignore, inflationary pressure".

>> Jorge da Silva Gomes is a co-author of the article entitled "Agile HR
– A new mindset in Human Resources Management".

>> “Breaking the shackles and winning a new World" – an opinion article
by António Garcia Pereira.

>> António Ascenção Costa's comments on "The German Chancellor
hails Portugal's economic success", by the Portugal Resident

>> Nuno Crato spoke about professional courses on the "Educating has
Science" podcast.

>> New episode of the "Perfect Storm" podcast, with João Ferreira do
Amaral e Vera Gouveia Barros. on "Wages: it's not enough to wish for
them to increase".

>> Francisco Louçã suggests that "Cavaco Silva's advice could be the
worst advice that one could give to Luís Montenegro", on "Taboo".

>> Clara Raposo's declarations about the "Global Management
Challenge 2022".

>> Nuno Ribeiro da Silva was one of José Gomes Ferreira's guests on
"Business of the Week".

A School of 1s: 111 YEARS, 111 ALUMNI
Francisco Pereira de Moura

In this edition, we bring you a special on Francisco Pereira de Moura, by Professor Carlos
Bastien.

Francisco Pereira de Moura

Bachelors in Finançe, 1950 
PhD from ISCEF, 1961

A special on Francisco Pereira de Moura, by Professor Carlos Bastien

After receiving a degree in Finance in 1950, he obtained his PhD in Economics in 1961 from the
School of Economic and Financial Sciences (ISCEF). His teaching activity was mainly carried out
at the school where he graduated, but also at the Lisbon School of Social Service and also at the
School of Social Sciences and Overseas Politics and abroad, as well as a visiting professor at
both Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil and Universidade de Eduardo Mondlane University, in
Mozambique. 

At ISCEF, he was one of the protagonists of the 1949 reform of economic studies, which not only
mainly implied a re-founding of the School, but that also enabled the country to enter the era of
modern economics. Dedicated to university life, it was during his lectures that the neoclassical-
Keynesian synthesis became the main reference in the education of successive generations of
economists. Similar to his lectures, his books, especially the one on ‘Lessons in Economics’,
which were reissued several times from 1964 to 1974, represented important moments for the
education of generations of economics students, not only at ISCEF. The same applies to his book
entitled ‘A Conjunctural Economic Analysis’, which was published in 1969 and was used for the
teaching of short-term macroeconomic theory. In addition to university textbooks, he also
published several works which were designed for the dissemination of economic knowledge to a
wider, but not necessarily university, public, such as ‘Fundamental Economic Problems’, which
was published in 1962

A portrait of Professor Francisco Pereira de
Moura.

However, it was during his public
intervention as a university academic and
economist, particularly during the final
years of his teaching of macroeconomics,
that he wrote remarkable pieces on what
he considered to be the fundamental
problem of the Portuguese economy:
economic backwardness. This led to
reflections and studies regarding the
theoretical area, but also, or mainly in
relation to applied economics and
economic policy, the structure of the
Portuguese economy, and conditions for
economic growth, all of which joined the
works that had a considerable public
impact, in particular ‘Where is the
Portuguese economy heading?’ in 1969.
Overall, he attributed great value to the
contribution of Social Sciences to
understanding the Portuguese reality of in
his reflections, including economic history
and the history of economic ideas, refusing
to adopt a purely abstract and strictly
disciplinary view of economic problems. He
therefore cannot be considered to be a
mainstream economist.

The analysis of policy and regional development was another of his areas of choice as a
researcher. His study on the location of certain Portuguese industries was the innovative theme
of his first scientific paper and was also to become the subject of his PhD dissertation. 

As an economist, he was also a consultant for laws and projects of great relevance, namely in
the preparation of the Second Development Plan, the Interim Development Plan, and also
Portugal's accession to the EFTA. 

His cultural and humanistic education, which had already become clear in the 1950s, when he
was still a student and a leading figure in the Catholic University Youth, led him to demonstrate
solidarity with students who were victims of repression and to political intervention as part of the
democratic opposition, in particular as a CDE candidate in 1969 for the legislative elections and
as an opponent of the colonial war. It was this latter stance that led to his expulsion from the
University in 1972.

The Francisco Pereira de Moura Library at ISEG

It was after the 25th of April Revolution, when he was readmitted to teach at the University, that
he assumed a decisive role in stabilising and renewing the life of the School, promoting the
curricular and pedagogical reforms that were enacted at that time, which confirmed that ISCEF –
by now ISEG – was a culturally open school which made pluralism a fundamental mark of its
existence. At the political level, he was a Minister in three provisional governments, and he
returned fully to his teaching position with the normalisation of political life after the Constitution of
1976 came into force, playing an important role in the creation of Master's degree syllabi. 

At all the levels where he was involved, the constant of his action was his quest for a more
human, free, and fair society.

ISEG among the 50 Best Schools in the
World
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